Quantification of blood flow with dynamic MR imaging and presaturation bolus tracking.
A technique is described for rapid imaging of blood flow and dynamic measurement of its velocity. The method is a combination of bolus tracking and low-flip-angle gradient-echo cine angiography. This method provides precise determination of velocity with high temporal resolution in a single measurement. Unlike what occurs in phase imaging techniques, flow is displayed directly, eliminating potential errors that result from non-flow-related sources of phase shifts. Manipulation of raw data sets is avoided. Results obtained from a flow phantom, healthy volunteers, and a patient with an aortic aneurysm demonstrate the capability of the technique to track flow at low and high velocities and to differentiate flowing blood from thrombus. Because of its conceptual simplicity, rapidity, and lack of susceptibility to extraneous phase shifts, this technique may prove ideal for in vivo flow measurement and evaluation of flow patterns.